Social Skills After Traumatic Brain Injury

What Are Social Skills?
Social skills are the skills people use to communicate and interact with others. Social skills include what you say, as well as your body language, eye contact, facial expressions, tone of voice, and other actions. Cognitive skills (for example: staying focused, memory) and emotions (for example: anxiety, anger, sadness) also play a part in social skills. Examples of social skills include:

- Listening to and understanding what people say
- Communicating thoughts, needs, and feelings through words and actions
- Managing your emotions in social interactions
- Respecting social boundaries and social rules (for example: not standing too close to someone, not asking overly personal questions)
- Adjusting what you say and how you say it, as well as what you do, based on the situation

Why Are Social Skills Important?
Good social skills can help you:

- Have enjoyable interactions
- Get along with others
- Keep old friendships and make new ones
- Feel confident socially
- Succeed at school, at a job, or in a volunteer position

How Can a Brain Injury Affect Social Skills?
After a traumatic brain injury (TBI), people may have problems with social skills. These problems can differ from person to person and can be harder to manage when feeling strong emotions, such as anger or excitement. Common examples are:

- Feeling out of place and uncomfortable around other people
- Interrupting conversations
- Losing focus during a conversation
- Forgetting what someone has said
- Misunderstanding the words, facial expressions, tone of voice, or actions of others
- Difficulty getting along with others
- Talking too little or too much
- Having trouble expressing thoughts and feelings
- Not showing interest in what others have to say
- Not knowing how to start or maintain a conversation

For more information contact:
MossRehab Traumatic Brain Injury Model System
60 Township Line Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027
1-800-CALL MOSS
www.mrri.org
www.mossrehab.co
Can Social Skills Get Better After a Brain Injury?

Research shows that social skills can improve after a TBI, even many years later. Working on your social skills with a therapist can help you to improve these skills. Therapists who help with social skills after TBI include speech-language pathologists, neuropsychologists or clinical psychologists, clinical social workers, and other health care professionals. You can also practice social skills with a family member or close friend.

How Can Social Skills Get Better After a Brain Injury?

Below are some tips that may help you improve your social skills. It may be helpful to ask a family member or friend to help you with this:

1. **Evaluate.** The first step in improving your social skills is thinking about your social skills: What do you do well? What is challenging for you? It may help to think about someone who communicates well, or observe someone who is a good communicator. What skills or behaviors make that person a good communicator? This may help you gain a better understanding of the social skills you would like to improve.

   Below is a list of some common social skills. Again, ask a supportive friend or family member for feedback on how you are doing on each of these skills:
   - Taking turns in conversation
   - Staying focused on the topic
   - Listening to others
   - Showing interest in the other person
   - Asking questions of the other person
   - Getting to the point
   - Coming across as friendly and relaxed
   - Being supportive of the other person
   - Keeping emotions in check, and using a calm tone of voice
   - Taking the time to speak as clearly as possible

2. **Set Social Skills Goals.**
   - Decide on one or two areas you would like to improve and write them down.
   - For example, you could set a goal to ask more questions during conversations to keep the conversation going.
   - Post your goals in a place where you’ll see them every day (for example, on your refrigerator or on your phone).
   - Share your goals with a supportive family member or friend, who can help “coach” and practice with you.

3. **Practice Social Skills and Get Feedback.** Practice at home, at work, or in other social situations. Here are some specific ways to practice:
   - Visit places in the community where you have a chance to interact with other people (for example, take a walk with a friend or neighbor, visit the library or recreation center, or have coffee with a friend).
   - Think about what you’re going to say before you speak, and about how others might feel about that.
   - Show interest in the person you are talking with (smile, have eye contact, ask friendly questions).
   - Pay attention to feedback you get from the other person (did he/she smile, ask questions, keep eye contact, etc.).
• At least once a week, ask your family member or friend to give you feedback about how you’re doing on your goals.
• Practice social skills in front of a mirror, or have someone videotape you practicing. Watching yourself can help you notice areas to work on. It may also help you realize that you are doing better than you thought!
• Write a short script that you can practice to say when a specific situation comes up (for example: when a conflict comes up, when you are talking to someone new).

Tips for Working on Your Social Skills in Specific Situations

1. To start a conversation, especially with someone new:
   • Talk about some of the things that are around you (such as a slogan on a hat, the weather, the person’s dog, etc.).
   • When you’re first getting to know someone, stick with neutral topics. Avoid talking about politics, religion, money, or personal information.
   • Ask open-ended questions, for example, “What did you do over the weekend?”, “What do you think about the movie?”, “What kind of hobbies do you have?”, “What did you do over the holidays?”, or “What are your plans for the weekend?”

2. To keep a conversation going:
   • Focus on topics that you think might be interesting to the other person, and ask open-ended questions related to the conversation.
   • Be aware of your body language. For example, make comfortable eye contact (looking at the person but not staring), nod your head, and smile.
   • Take turns talking and listening.
   • Watch for cues that the other person might want to end the conversation (such as looking at the clock, looking away, making comments about being in a hurry).
   • Be respectful of other people’s personal space by not standing too close.

3. When you feel like there could be a conflict:
   • Let the other person finish talking and listen to what they have to say. Try to see the other person’s point of view. What is it that the person wants you to know? If you don’t know, it’s okay to ask. For example, “It sounds like you’re upset that I didn’t clean the kitchen, is that right?” If you can’t agree on something, try to meet them half way.
   • Use friendly body language and tone of voice. For example, avoid pointing your finger, yelling, or rolling your eyes. Try to stay calm and have your body and face as relaxed as possible. Remember to breathe.
   • Pay attention to your emotions. Let the person know what you are feeling and start with the word “I”: “I feel frustrated right now,” or “I’m feeling upset about that.” If you think you need time to calm your emotions, let the person know that you need to take a break.
   • Show respect to the other person by talking to them in a way that you would want someone to talk to you.

Improving your social skills takes time and effort. Social skills usually improve one step at a time. Give yourself a pat on the back when you realize that you’ve taken even a small step toward your social skills goals.
For Families and Friends

Interacting with someone who has had a brain injury may require you to adjust your own social skills or the environment. For example, give the person more time to process what is being said and give them time to respond. Limit the amount of information you communicate at a time. Pay attention to the topic being discussed and the person’s reactions: Do they affect the person’s emotions and/or cognitive function? If the person seems fatigued or overwhelmed, wrap up the conversation.
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